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Wing Incidence & Tail Size . . . by JOHN G. RONCZ, EAA 112811 15450 Hunting Ridge Tr. Granger, IN 46530-9093



You've gone to a lot of trouble to figure out how big the wing needs to be for your homebuilt. Now you have to decide what angle of incidence to use



when you bolt the wing to the fuselage. If the incidence angle is too high, you will be cruising with the fuselage nose low. If you don't have enough incidence, the fuselage will be sitting nose high in



level flight. My experience using high-powered



three-dimensional electronic wind tunnel programs is that each fuselage and wing combination has its own personal-



ity, and that to get the minimum overall drag some fuselages want to cruise a bit nose high (my homebuilt) while others want to cruise a bit nose low (Swiftfury). Lacking this kind of analysis, you might as well assume that the fuselage should be level in cruise. We all learned in Private Pilot Ground School that in level flight, the lift has to equal the weight. So our problem is to find the angle required to produce wing



lift equal to the weight of our plane. Cutting directly to the core of the problem, you have to know how much additional lift your wing will produce if you raise its angle of attack by one degree. As we've



seen, the actual lift in pounds that the wing produces is a product of the speed squared and the altitude. To get rid of this speed-density issue, we divide the lift in pounds by the dynamic pressure of the air (half the air density times the speed squared) to arrive at our old friend, the coefficient of lift, or CL. This is another way of saying that the CL is the lift, in pounds, produced by one



square foot of wing if the dynamic pressure is one pound per square foot. Again, dynamic pressure is the force



are in big trouble. So we can assume that you are operating below the stall



you feel when you stick your hand out of the car window at high speed.



and, therefore, on the straight line portion of the plot. To sound professional,



Imagine that you are in cruising flight, and you pull back on the stick and raise the wing angle of attack by three degrees. Let's say that the CL of the wing goes up by .24. Dividing .24 by 3 gives .08, so one degree angle of attack is



you should say that you are operating in the linear portion of the curve. Going back to the example above, we can then write the change in lift due to a one degree change in angle of attack as



worth .08 lift coefficients. Textbook publishers spend big bucks to purchase Greek type, so you will see this written as A CL/A Alpha = .08 per degree The pretty triangle is the Greek capi-



which is proper calculus notation using the small letter delta instead of the capital letter delta. If you missed calculus



tal letter delta, which means "change". The term "alpha" means angle of attack. Using this style of notation, A Miles/A Gallons = 21



means that your car is getting 21 miles per gallon. At low angles of attack, the lift you get for every degree angle of attack you add says about the same. But as you get to high angles of attack,



increasing the angle of attack may in fact buy you a stalled wing, in which case you'd be losing lift with further angle of attack. If you make a plot of lift coefficient versus angle of attack, like Figure 1, you end up with a straight line at the lower angles of attack, followed by a curved portion at higher angles of attack, once the wing starts to stall. Figure 1 is for my homebuilt's root airfoil. Note that there is a shift at eight degrees angle of attack, because I



changed from a cruising Reynolds number to a landing Reynolds number. The shift you see is caused by the fact that at lower speeds (lower Reynolds numbers), the boundary layer is thicker, and decambers the airfoil more, especially on this 18.6% thick airfoil.



If your wing is stalled in cruise, you



8 CL/8 Alpha = .08 per degree



in school, don't run away. Just understand that the statement is a shorthand way of saying that if you buy one degree more angle of attack, you get .08 CL's absolutely free. Another way of looking at it is that 8CL/8 Alpha is the slope of the lift curve, as I've drawn in on Figure 1. It's perfectly obvious that you have to know how much lift your wing produces for each degree of incidence before you can decide what angle it needs to balance the weight of your airplane. Several things go into the calculation of the lift curve slope 8CL/8 Alpha, so let's start by listing them all:



• • • •



the aspect ratio the angle of sweep the Mach number the airfoil thickness



For a rectangular wing, aspect ratio is simply the span divided by the chord. The chord line is the longest line you can draw inside the airfoil shape, running from the nose to the tail. If your chord was 3 feet, and your span was 30 feet, the aspect ratio is 10, because the wing is 10 times longer than it is wide. For tapered wings it gets more complicated, and is expressed with the general rule SPORT AVIATION 23



ratio of one means that your wing leaks
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like a sieve. It should therefore come as



no surprise that the less leaky your wings are, the more lift you get for each degree more incidence. Sweeping the wings creates another kind of leakiness. If I shrink you down to 1/8 inch, and stand you on top of a swept wing, your next door neighbor will have higher or lower pressure than you do. This encourages the air to start moving sideways rather than devoting its energies to diving straight at the earth like it should. The remaining question is how to measure the angle of sweep. The best answer is that you measure the sweep of the lowest pressure points along the wing span. A close way of approximating this is to measure the sweep of the maximum thickness line. This means you find the fattest portion of the airfoil at the wing root, and the fattest part of the airfoil at the wing tip, then figure the angle between them. The higher the Mach number, the more lift your wing will make for each



degree of incidence. At low speeds, the



air just goes around the wing like a recruit on an obstacle course. But once



an airplane gets going fast enough, the



Aspect ratio = span * span / wing



trillions of air molecules, so you may



Remember to be consistent in your units; don't measure the span in inches and then divide by the wing area in square feet! Aspect ratio is the single biggest factor in determining how much lift your wing will produce for each de-



at 35,000 feet. One way to prove that the wing is deflecting air downwards is that the air is following a curved path, and this means that the air on top the wing has to move



area.



gree angle of attack. To understand



why, it helps to know a bit about how wings produce lift. The answer is that wings don't really make lift at all. Wings take air and deflect it towards the ground. The ground



gets really upset by this and pushes the



wing away. I always pose this question



on the exams I give the gifted children



I teach in the summer: you are piloting a cargo airplane containing 1000 heavy birds in cages. Suddenly the birds all start flying around in their cages. Does the airplane start to climb? Surely if the birds each carried their own weight, the plane would be much lighter and start to climb. But, of course, it wouldn't, because all the birds do is to deflect air downwards, in this case towards the bottom of the fuselage. So the fuselage still bears the weight of the birds, whether the birds are sitting on the floor or throwing their weight in air at it. For those purists among you, the downward movement in the air may be damped out by all those collisions of ! 24 APRIL 1990



not feel a breeze when a 747 flies over



on average faster than the air under the



wing. By Bernoulli's law, the pressure on the top of the wing will therefore be lower. Since nature abhors a vacuum, she wiH try and move air in from other places to fill the partial void. The wingtip is the ideal place for this to happen. So Mother Nature kicks air from the bottom of the wing around the wingtip to try and fill in the low pressure area on top of the wing. The resulting wingtip vortices are familiar to anyone who's done some formation flying. The strength of the vortices depends upon the pressure difference between the upper and lower surfaces, so they will be nastiest at low speeds when the wing is working hardest. The moral of this story is that wingtips are leaky. Even if you park winglets and fins and endplates and other aerodynamic chastity belts on the ends of your wings, Ma Nature will eventually find some way to get the high pressure air to the low pressure air. An aspect ratio of ten, then, means that one-tenth of your wingspan is leaky. An aspect



air finds that it's easier to compress than to go around the obstacle. The compressed air makes the airfoil appear to have more camber, throwing more air at the ground; this gets the ground even more upset, so you get more lift at high speeds than you do at low. The last item on our list is airfoil thickness. It is true that a thicker airfoil will



have more lift for each degree angle of



attack, however, this is offset by the fact that the boundary layers are thicker for



thicker airfoils, and boundary layers take away some of the airfoil's camber.



So most people call it even, and ignore the thickness effect. I will, too. I just wanted to let you know that this effect does exist. To make the final equation easier to write, let's define a few terms:



AR = span"2/wing area . . . (aspect ratio)



beta = (1-Mach*Mach)" 0.5 . . . (compressibility correction) lambda = tangent of (sweep of max thickness line)... (sweep correction) Then the slope of the lift curve can be written as: 5 CL/5 alpha = .1096623 * AR / (2 + (4 + AR"2 * beta"2*(1 + (lambda/beta)'2)) ".5) To explain this, theory says that you ought to get a CL of .1096623 for every degree angle of attack. You multiply this by a correction based on your aspect ratio, Mach number and sweep. This equation is used in the spreadsheet for this article, so that you can use it to



THESE 2 TAILS HAVE THE SAME TAIL VOLUME !



calculate the lift-curve slopes for your wings and tails. The last item we need to discuss on this topic is the angle of zero lift. If you use a symmetrical airfoil (top and bottom are mirror images) then you get zero lift at zero angle of attack. But if you use a cambered airfoil, which you should unless you plan to spend half your time upside down, then at zero angle of attack you still get some positive lift. From the airfoil test data, you need to find the angle of attack at which the airfoil produces zero lift (see Figure 1). You ought to set the incidence of your wing at the proper angle to make the plane fly level in typical cruise. I used 70% power at 7500 feet for my non-turbocharged airplane; you can pick any other point you want. Using the spreadsheets from either of the previous articles, first you have to find the airplane's lift coefficient corresponding to the weight, altitude and speed you picked. The wing incidence will be calculated for Butt Line O, so next you have to find the lift coefficient at Butt Line 0. If the wing has an elliptical planform, then the C, at BLO is the same as the airplane CL. If the wing is rectangular, then the C, at BLO is computed using the area of the ellipse rule I gave you last time, which gives G, (BLO) = airplane CL * 4 / pi. A more complicated formula which should work for all wings is (be sure not to mix feet with inches!) C, (BLO) = airplane CL * 4 * wing area / (chord at BLO * span * pi) You bolt your wing to the fuselage so that BLO has this angle: incidence = C, (BLO) / (5CL / 8 alpha) + angle of zero lift (BLO) As an example, assume that the airplane's lift coefficient needed for the cruise point you picked is .3183. Your



wing area has 100 square feet, the span is 38 feet, and the chord at BLO is 4 feet. Using the complicated equation, you find that the C, at BLO would be .3183 ' 4 * 100 / (4 * 28 * pi), or .3619.



Next you plug in your aspect ratio, Mach number and sweep into the lift-curve slope equation and get .08122, and the airfoil you plan to use at BLO produces zero lift at -2.5 degrees. Then your incidence at BLO would be .3619 / .08122 + (-2.5) = 1.955



degrees You can round this off to 2 degrees, since 45 thousandths of a degree would not be noticeable in flight. Assuming that your weight and speed estimates prove accurate, your fuselage should then be level at the altitude and power you picked. SIZING YOUR TAILS



The tail size you use determines how stable the airplane will be in pitch and yaw. There are two issues here. The first is the ability of the tail surfaces to stabilize the airplane in steady flight, and the second is the ability of the tail surfaces to damp out the disturbances to the original yaw and pitch angles. Fundamental stability is produced by having so many square feet of tail placed so many feet behind the CG. The square footage of the tail times the separation distance in feet gives cubic feet, so you'll see the term tail volume used a lot. It makes sense that a big tail with a short lever arm would have the same power as a little tail with a large lever arm. Either combination is equally effective in yielding steady-state stability. Figure 2 shows two tails with the same tail volume. Damping power, however, is based on the tail area times the lever arm



squared. Therefore, a small tail with a big lever arm is the one to pick for a bumpy day. A short-coupled airplane can always be made stable with a big tail, but can never be made to produce the damping forces that a longer lever arm would give. For example, the plane with the big tail in Figure 2 has only half the damping power of the plane with the small tail. You can easily spend the rest of your life studying stability and control. Imagine, for a moment, that you pluck a single leaf off a tree, hold it four feet above the ground, and let it go. Now imagine that your job is to write a set of equations which would exactly predict the path and speed that the falling leaf would take. My guess is that even if you could write the equations, no computer would be fast enough to solve them in your lifetime. The equations of motion for an airplane are simpler than those of a falling leaf, and can be solved. However, you have to assemble a long list of numbers describing your airplane's response to various kinds of disturbances, which are called the stability derivatives, before you can calculate what happens when you let go of the stick and then disturb the airplane. This work is beyond the patience of most homebuilders. It is no fun at all flying an airplane which wallows around in turbulence, making the pilot work hard putting in continuous corrections. Making the tails bigger will help this. However, an airplane can also be too stable. In this case it will take too much elevator or rudder deflection to maneuver the airplane, and pilots will not like this either. The method we'll use here to size our tails is purely statistical. That is, we are going to look at tail volumes which have worked for others, and since we are not departing radically from traditional design, what worked for them will probably work for us as well. By staying close to the statistical average, we can bypass the actual stability and control calculations, and still end up with an airplane that flies nicely. One value that we haven't talked about so far, but which we will be using a lot from now on, is called the mean aerodynamic chord, or MAC. The mean aerodynamic chord is the same as the chord length for a rectangular wing, but for any other shaped wing is MAC = 2/3 * root chord * (1 + X + X •2) / (1 + X). If you already forgot that the upsidedown y is the Greek letter lambda, you can still use this formula! For this formula, lambda has the value X = tip chord / root chord For my plane, the tip chord is 25.5 inches, and the root chord is 50.5 inchSPORT AVIATION 25
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es, so lambda has the value 25.5 / 50.5 or .505. Therefore, for my plane the MAC is 2/3 * 50.5 * ( 1 + .505 + .505'2) / (1 + .505), or 39.37 inches, which happens to be one meter. The average chord for my plane is 38 inches, so the Mean Aerodynamic Chord is a little bigger than the average chord. It would also be useful to know at what Butt Line the MAC is. The formula for this is 1/3*semispan*(1 + 2 * X ) / ( 1 + \) For my plane, the semispan is 167 inches (not counting wingtip), so the Butt Line for the MAC is at



1/3 * 167 * ( 1 + 2 * .505) / (1 +



.505), or Butt Line 74.346 You will see in later articles that we can replace the wing by its MAC. For now, the spreadsheet for this article will calculate the MAC for your wing. Draw in the MAC for your plane, by drawing a line along the Butt Line of the MAC which you just calculated. The center of gravity range of your airplane is roughly from 15% to 30% of the MAC for a typical wing. If you have calculated the weight and balance for your plane, and you find that the aft C of G limit is at 65% of the Mean Aerodynamic 26 APRIL 1990



!MAC ?MACi>iBL =



115.661



itaii size



1 4.22! square feet



120.00! 6.0350!



itail size



9.69! square feet



0.4500!



Chord, you need to move your wing further aft.



There is a wide variation of tail volume coefficients among the airplanes in the fleet. The F-86, at .203, is the lowest I know of. Of course, fighters are designed to be highly maneuverable, HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE hence have low stability. The Cessna Obviously, the size of your horizontal 170 has .58, which is above the .37 to tail is related to the size of your main .48 range of most light airplanes. While wing. It also is directly related to its lever most factory-builts come in at just under arm, which is the distance from the .4, Thurston recommends .55 in his center of gravity to the center of lift of book (see references at the end). Pazthe horizontal tail. Needless to say, you many gives a nice chart in his book, use the aftmost center of gravity posi- and says he used .43 for his PL-1. It tion to size the tails, since this gives you looks like somewhere between .4 and the shortest lever arm. .48 would put you in the ballpark. I am The horizontal tail (HT) area in using .6 because of the shape of my square feet, multiplied by its lever arm fuselage, and because I need a large in feet, gives cubic feet, as we saw be- center of gravity travel to handle the fore. We will divide this by more cubic four people. I may reduce the tail size feet, namely, the wing area times the as I progress further in my stability and MAC, so that the answer will be a control analysis. number without dimensions. We will call this number the horizontal tail volume VERTICAL TAIL SIZING coefficient VH. VHT = Area of HT * lever arm of HT Just like the horizontal tail, the verti/ ( wing area * MAC) This equation can be rearranged to cal tail has a volume coefficient. In this give the horizontal tail size needed if case, the MAC in the denominator is replaced by the wing span, because the you specify the tail volume coefficient: Area of HT = VH * wing area * MAC wing span had a pronounced effect on yaw stability. This gives the equation / (lever arm of HT)



V^ = Area of VT " lever arm of VT / ( wing area * wing span )



ift



Again, this can be rearranged to solve for vertical tail area
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ICiCi



area of VT - Vyj * wing area * wing span / lever arm of VT
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ficients in the fleet again represent a large spread. The Piper Cub has only .022, while the MiG 21 has .080. The
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One consideration for both tail vol-



umes is engine power. Power is destabilizing for a tractor propeller configuration, so if you plan to use a big engine, you need bigger tail surfaces.



original flight condition. The aspect
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Another consideration is tail aspect ratio. If your tail surfaces are short and stubby, they will have a low lift-curve slope, so lots of angle of attack is needed to get enough CL to restore the
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